Conservation Management:
Conservation
Strategies
TheseProtection
are the strategies that
were used
in the Conservation Projects that you read about previously.
and
Reintroduction

You
canactivity,
use thisyour
list students
of strategies
astaking
inspiration
your
own project, or as
think
something
new!
In this
will be
on thefor
role
of conservationists
theyofassess
real world
data and determine the value of a habitat range as a protected area for three species (snow leopard,
red panda, and argali). Each of these species have habitat ranges within Eastern Asia and are
1) Make observations and collect data about the issue you are concerned about
suffering from declining population size. Conservation management is concerned with increasing and
• Know what you’re talking about
maintaining population size, but also with the genetic health of a population. As a result, students
• Involve local community members and stakeholders in this data gathering
should consider the amount of genetic diversity when designating a protected area and determining
2) Create informational resources to give out
a potential captive-bred individual to release. A genetically diverse population is necessary for that
• Flyers, pamphlets, or brochures
population to be able to adapt and respond to environmental changes.
• Stickers
3) Make posters to display
4)
Set up billboards with your message
Objectives:
5) Create murals with your message
Students will be able to:
6) Create plays to share your message
• Analyze habitat range data to determine one beneficial protected range for all species.
7) Publish in a local newspaper
• Analyze genotypic and phenotypic data to determine a protected range that contains a healthy
8) Write a report outlining your ideas and share it with the public, with stakeholders, with decision makers
and viable population.
9) Involve the community!
• Analyze genotypic and phenotypic data to determine the captive bred individuals that should be
• Do questionnaires of the community about your issue to gather people’s thoughts and ideas
released into the protected range.
• Host community events – to share information, teach people, or gather people’s feedback and ideas
• Use evidence to support their claims and develop their reasoning.
• Make sure all voices are heard equally
Materials:
10)
Create partnerships with stakeholders
Are there
businesses,
local politicians who are involved in this issue that you
• •Captive
Individuals
Dataorganizations,
Sheet
could
reach
out
to
in
order
to
gain
their
support
• Genotypic and Phenotypic Data
• Habitat Range & Human Population Maps
Plus, •
there
are even more
ways to make
change
and get your message out. These strategies were not
Conservation
Management
Application
Worksheet
necessarily
usedversion
by the conservationists in the projects you read about, but could be strategies to consider for
• PDF
your project:
• Editable version
• Create an infographic
Use pictures, facts, and data to share your message
Process:
• Create
a video/PSA/Commercial
1. You
can either have students work in small groups of two to three or on their own. This activity will
Create
a video ideally
to inspire
your
audience
to take
be completed
over
a series
of days
and action
not all in one class period.
• Write a Petition
petition
thatpopulation
can be shared
policyindividual
makers or group. They will have to
2. Create
Providea the
rangeand
andletter
human
mapswith
to each
• Make analyze
an Art Project
the range maps to determine which of the three highlighted ranges would be the best
Use
any form
of for
art all
to catch
people’stogether.
attentionPlease
and make
a statement
protected
area
three species
emphasize
that the ranges circled on the
• Write a
Song
maps (including the human population map) are in the same area for all species. Students will be
Write
and perform
thatsheet.
educates people about your issue
completing
Sectiona 1rap
of or
thesong
activity
• Organize a Rally
Organize and host a rally to get people involved in supporting your cause
• Build a website
Create a website that educates people on your topic
• Organize a Social Media Campaign
Share facts and information with your followers and ask them to be a part of your movement
To learn about WCS Education
and our park programs, visit
wcs.org/education
@WCSEducation

@WCSEducation

Conservation
Strategies
3. Provide the population
range data to each individual or group. For Section 2 of the activity
sheet,
willthat
startwere
by analyzing
the genotypic
dataProjects
for all three
in all
three
ranges.
These are
thestudents
strategies
used in the
Conservation
that species
you read
about
previously.
The
genotypic
data
the
students
are
analyzing
is
haplotype
data.
Haplotypes
are
sets
of
DNA
You can use this list of strategies as inspiration for your own project, or think of something new!
variations and are written in the form of a nucleotide base sequence. There are four variations of
the particular haplotype for each species, and those variations are color coded (to make genetic
1) Makediversity
observations
collect
data about
the issue
you the
arenumbers
concerned
more and
visible).
Suggest
that students
count
forabout
each variation within the
•population.
Know what Higher
you’re talking
genetic about
diversity is marked by an equal number of each variation and low
•genetic
Involvediversity
local community
andamount
stakeholders
gathering
is markedmembers
by a higher
of oneinorthis
twodata
of the
variations. Have students
2) Create
informational
resources
to
give
out
think about why we should analyze genetic data; after collaboration let them share out their
•ideas.
Flyers,Emphasize
pamphlets,the
orimportance
brochures of genetic diversity in a population.
• Stickers
3) Make
posters
to display
4. For
Section
3, students will use the same handout that contained the genotypic data, however,
4) Set upthey
billboards
your message
will nowwith
be analyzing
the phenotypic data for each species in each range. The phenotypic
5) Create
murals
with
your
message
data includes the biological sex of the species as well as a physical characteristic that could
6) Create
playstheir
to share
message
affect
abilityyour
to live
within that range successfully. Have students think about why biological
7) Publish
in
a
local
newspaper
sex matters in these populations (reproduction and heredity of beneficial genetic traits). Have
8) Write students
a report share
outlining
ideas
with
public,
with stakeholders,
with
decision
makers
theiryour
ideas
andand
writeshare
themiton
thethe
board
or somewhere
they can
refer
back to.
Also
9) Involve
the
community!
have them think about how these other phenotypic factors could affect their ability to survive in a
•habitat.
Do questionnaires of the community about your issue to gather people’s thoughts and ideas
• •Host
community
events
– tochange
share information,
teachthe
people,
gather
people’s feedback
Snow
Leopard:
Climate
has encouraged
growthorand
development
of forests and ideas
• Make
sure allaltitudes.
voices are
heard
equallylive in the grass/shrubland of alpine environments. The
at higher
Snow
leopards
10) Create partnerships
with
stakeholders
growth of new
forests
in higher altitudes causes snow leopard (and their prey) habitat to
• Aredecrease
there businesses,
organizations,
local politicians who are involved in this issue that you
and therefore
increases competition.
could
reach
out
to
in
order
to
gain
their
support
• Red Panda: Humans are increasing the
amount of red panda habitat they use for livestock
grazing. Red pandas and livestock do not compete for the same food, but grazing prevents
Plus, there are
even more
ways to make
andheight
get your
message
out.
strategies
bamboo
from growing
to thechange
necessary
for red
pandas
to These
eat. Red
pandaswere
avoidnot
necessarily used
bylow-growth
the conservationists
in the projects
you
read about,
but could
be as
strategies
towhile
consider for
eating
bamboo because
they are
vulnerable
to animals
such
leopards
your project:on the ground.
• Create•anArgali:
infographic
Humans are increasing the amount of argali habitat they use for livestock grazing.
Use pictures,
and
data to share
yourbetween
messageargali and livestock.
This has facts,
caused
competition
for food
• Create a video/PSA/Commercial
toactivity
inspiresheet
your audience
to take
action
5. Create
Sectiona 4video
of the
requires the
students
to put all evidence together to determine the
• Write arange
Petition
that should be chosen as the protected area for all three species. Remind the students that
Create
a
petition
thatall
candata
be shared
withchoose
policy ONE
makers
they need
to takeand
intoletter
account
given and
range. Ask them to be thinking
• Make about
an Art what
Project
factors or pieces of evidence they believe hold more importance.
Use any form of art to catch people’s attention and make a statement
• Write
Song the captive Individual data sheets for Section 5 of the activity sheet. Students individually
6. aProvide
Write
rap
or song
that
educates
peoplewhich
aboutindividual
your issueshould be released from a
or in and
theirperform
groups a
will
analyze
the
data
to determine
• Organize
a Rally
captive
population into their chosen protected range. They will choose one individual for each
Organize
a rally
to that
get people
involved
species toand
be host
released
into
protected
area. in supporting your cause
• Build a website
Create a website that educates people on your topic
• Organize a Social Media Campaign
Share facts and information with your followers and ask them to be a part of your movement
To learn about WCS Education
and our park programs, visit
wcs.org/education
@WCSEducation

@WCSEducation
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7. Note: As an alternative,
you could split the class into 3 groups:
• the
Assign
one group
students
Section 1. Projects that you read about previously.
These are
strategies
thatofwere
usedtoincomplete
the Conservation
•
Assign
the
second
group
of
students
to
complete
Section
2. or think of something new!
You can use this list of strategies as inspiration for your own
project,
• Assign the third group of students to complete Section 3.
1) Make Each
observations
and
collect
data their
about
the issue
youConservation
are concerned
about
group will
work
through
section
of the
Management
Activity Sheet.
• Group
Know what
you’re
about
one will
use talking
the habitat
range and human population maps to determine which of the
• three
Involve
local they
community
members and
this data
gathering
ranges
would recommend
as stakeholders
the protectedinarea.
Group
two will use the genotypic
2) Create
informational
resources
to
give
out
data for each species to determine the protected area, and group three will use the phenotypic
• data
Flyers,
or brochures
to pamphlets,
make their decision.
• Stickers
3) Make After
posters
to group
displayhas made their habitat recommendation based on their set of data, the class
each
4) Set upcan
billboards
withrange
your message
debate the
that should be considered for the protected area for all three species. For
5) Create
murals
with
your
message
the debate you can encourage each group to develop an argument, based on evidence, for
6) Create
plays
to range
share of
your
message
why
their
choice
should be the protected area. Then give each group five minutes to
7) Publish
in
a
local
newspaper
give their initial argument. Allow groups to rebut the other arguments. Encourage students to
8) Write think
a report
outlining
and share
it with at
theevery
public,
with
decision
makers
about
the factyour
thatideas
they were
not looking
piece
of stakeholders,
the data and with
so should
consider
9) Involve
the community!
carefully
what other groups have argued. Have the class vote on or choose the area they will
• protect
Do questionnaires
of can
the community
about your
issuefive.
to gather
people’s
and
ideasthat
and then they
complete sections
four and
Highlight
at thethoughts
end of the
debate
• itHost
community
events
–
to
share
information,
teach
people,
or
gather
people’s
feedback
and ideas
is important that conservationists consider multiple pieces of evidence and work together to
• determine
Make surethe
all most
voicesbeneficial
are heard
equallyfor the species involved!
decision
10) Create partnerships with stakeholders
• Are there businesses, organizations, local politicians who are involved in this issue that you
could reach out to in order to gain their support
Plus, there are even more ways to make change and get your message out. These strategies were not
necessarily used by the conservationists in the projects you read about, but could be strategies to consider for
your project:
• Create an infographic
Use pictures, facts, and data to share your message
• Create a video/PSA/Commercial
Create a video to inspire your audience to take action
• Write a Petition
Create a petition and letter that can be shared with policy makers
• Make an Art Project
Use any form of art to catch people’s attention and make a statement
• Write a Song
Write and perform a rap or song that educates people about your issue
• Organize a Rally
Organize and host a rally to get people involved in supporting your cause
• Build a website
Create a website that educates people on your topic
• Organize a Social Media Campaign
Share facts and information with your followers and ask them to be a part of your movement
To learn about WCS Education
and our park programs, visit
wcs.org/education
@WCSEducation

@WCSEducation

